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Letter from the President
In 2017 we set to rescue and rehabilitate Golden Retrievers in need. Each rescue dog requires:
Our very special and generous donors who fund our work
A fundraising team with innovative ways to allow for our existence
A transport volunteer to pick up an abused, neglected or abandoned dog
A caring and attentive vet willing to see a dog at a moment's notice
A foster home committed to giving a safe and loving place for a dog
A rep to choose the right forever home
A volunteer to visit the homes of potential adopters to check if it’s safe and loving
A volunteer to update the website with dogs ready for adoption
Permanent foster homes to see dogs through the last days or weeks of their lives
Our events team and social media team to promote our work
Our international team to greet dogs at LAX on the first day of their new lives
Our shelter contacts who have dogs in need of our resources
Administrative volunteers who distribute treatments and organize our database
A volunteer to oversee fundraising, volunteer recruitment, financial management, PR, etc.
An interested public to share our stories, cheerlead and encourage us to continue
This is truly a team effort with so many moving parts. I thank every person involved in helping. You
are the heroes and you made a difference in 2017.

Sharon Morris, President
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SCGRR 2017 Rescue Statistics
•
•
•

Average Cost per Dog: $1,160
320 Dogs Rescued
955 Home Visits Completed

Where Do Our Rescues Come From?

What Breeds Do We Rescue?
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2017 Income vs Expenses

Note: June’s income was particularly high due to one donor’s estate
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2017 Income
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2017 Expense
92% of every dollar went to cover Animal Welfare
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Our Permanent Fosters
Not all the Golden Retrievers
we rescue leave us for
permanent homes. Some are
not adoptable for health
reasons so they remain with
SCGRR in a committed foster
home. These homes love and
care for them without the
worry of financial burden.
Your very generous donations
and our successful EBay
auction in November of each
year, help us to continue this
important part of
rescue. Some of our
permanent fosters have
cancer, heartworm, hip
dysplasia, arthritis and other
problems which require
continued financial support
throughout their lifetime. For
more information and bios of
our permanent fosters, visit our
website.

Byron:
Before & After

Sassy

Finnegan
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The American Dream
With demand for rescued Goldens in Southern California far exceeding the
domestic rescues available by over three times, we have wonderful families
waiting for the perfect companion. Our domestic rescues continue to come first
but with all these families waiting, SCGRR can offer desperate Goldens in other
countries the American dream, with help from dedicated rescue partners.
Mohawk (Moe) is a true survivor – hailing from a meat trade rescue in the
north of China and finding his way to a rescuer in Shanghai. He had
Demodex, a large scar on the back of his neck and is missing part of his ear
flap. He arrived in the U.S. happy to see everyone, wagging his tail, loving
everyone and everything. Thankfully his scars were only physical and nothing
emotional! He was named for his unique hairstyle. He is now playing chase
and spooning on the sofa with his fur sister Penelope and his forever mom and
pop.
Bader was tied to a pole in front of a South Korean meat farm with no
shelter. A local rescuer spotted him and reached out for help. With support
from SCGRR and another good Samaritan, she managed to negotiate for his
release, meanwhile finding out there were 3 more Goldens inside tiny
cramped cages with filthy water and rotten table scraps. These were rescued
as well and all 4 made their way to us where fabulous families were matched
with each one. Bader is the true spirit of paying it forward – allowing the
others to be rescued and now providing a role model as a foster sibling to
new dogs coming into rescue.
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Care During Final Days
Auggie brought tears to our eyes – dumped at a shelter with an open, bleeding
tumor next to his tail the size of an orange and in critical distress at only 5 years of
age. With vet triage and removing most of the tumor, we were able to give Auggie
another 4 months to embark on his bucket list including a ride on a fire engine,
coffee with a cop, digging holes at the beach, a ferry ride, visits to wineries,
paddle boarding, smelling mountain air in Big Bear and joyfully greeting his
followers at SCGRR events. Alas the soft tissue carcinoma came back with a
vengeance and the moment it started to bleed, his foster mom gave him Mac N
Cheese and held him as he crossed.
Franklin was 14-15 when he was dumped at a shelter with many medical issues. As
a Permanent Foster, his loving foster family helped him recover from two surgeries
that saved his life: lateral tie-back surgery and removal of a cantaloupe size
cancer mass. Then came two months of pneumonia and complications from his
lateral tie-back surgery. He had constant congestion and had difficulty
breathing. Throughout it all he was a happy boy and had several victories
considering his limitations. He enjoyed pancakes, silent barking (due to his surgery)
at many bunnies in his backyard and at gardeners in his neighbor’s yard. He tried
to run (walk) after his beloved tennis balls, enjoyed a few walks across his street
and, since he couldn't walk up the stairs to sleep with his family, his foster mom slept
downstairs with him. He was the absolute best dog and his foster family were so
blessed to have him be part of their family. In November, we said goodbye to this
sweetest of pups.
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A New Leg Up
Luckie was born missing part of his front right leg - it's about 2 inches too short
with some semblance of a blackened, twisted paw but missing some long
bones. He found his way to SCGRR at the age of 9 after his lifetime owner
moved to a 2 story house.
He didn’t move well after a pretty sedentary life with extra pounds and sore
joints - especially the front left which bears the brunt of his weight. When trying
to use the leg on rough surfaces, his skin broke and bled. His transformation
started from “walks” with the help of a donated wagon and a green bean diet
to lose some pounds.
We added in some physical therapy sessions to rebuild some muscle tone and
get him moving correctly. And then the gift of a prosthetic leg to give him
mobility in his remaining years, help him lose the weight and take the burden of
his other limbs.
Within minutes of putting on his new leg, he was literally running!
His family reports he has lost at least 15 pounds and welcomes them home with
a howl and a slipper or sandal each day.
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A True Survivor
This innocent puppy PeeWee was found sick as a "stray" by the shelter who called
SCGRR for help. He was listless, vomiting...diarrhea. A mere 4.8lbs. Left there
another day would have been certain death. Too little and sick to survive in a
shelter environment, SCGRR scooped him up. The parvo results at the shelter
were negative but we retested and found he DID have parvo.
It was a rough couple months but Parvo, Coronavirus, Mycoplasma and
Roundworms did not kill PeeWee.
Thanks to a successful GoFundMe and the Ian Somerhalder Foundation,
we had faith that he could fight it and he did! He was able to go to a handpicked foster family in November…someone willing to feed him every 4 hours
and rush him back to the vet nearby at the moment’s notice should there be
signs of a setback. We prepared them that he still might not progress…that he
might not make it. His foster family doted over him – never leaving him alone,
feeding him on schedule, trying different foods to get him to eat, keeping him
quarantined to his yard away from other dogs and dirty shoes. They worked on
training, playing and socialization with humans – working on mouthy-ness, house
training, leash walking in the back yard, sit, fetch and more.

He went from 4.8 lbs to 20 lbs – a true survivor. As the holidays approached, we
had to decide on what would be best for PeeWee. It’s probably no surprise that
what we think is best for PeeWee is to stay right where he is to continue his
development with the devoted foster family who put so much time, energy and
heart into healing him.
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A Medical Miracle
Trigga was found laying on a concrete floor of the shelter looking lost and hopeless. After
a few days at the vet, it was determined that Trigga had pneumonia, a skin infection,
was overweight, had Cushing’s disease and had been hit by a car in which his left rear
leg was not properly located in his hip socket. The prognosis was grim and there had
been a recommendation to put him to sleep. Lucky for Trigga, he was such a sweet &
happy dog that they wanted to give him a chance. So off he went to a loving foster
home. He spent his first night restless. He was able to get up but it was slow and he could
only walk a few steps before tiring. That weekend, Trigga stopped eating and both his
legs became extremely swollen. They also found he had a new kidney-sized lump.

His foster mom never gave up. She spent every day for the next week massaging his legs,
giving him his meds. She adding holistic medicines and acupuncture. Within a week, the
swelling in his legs and his lump was gone. The veterinarians were amazed and we
dubbed him the “Medical Miracle Dog”.
As months passed, Trigga healed and a different dog emerged. He needed to leave the
past behind and was renamed Tigger. Tigger loved stuffed toys, following his foster mom
around the house, going for car rides and tug o’ war with his foster sister. He loved
everyone and everything, including food but was on a strict diet. His muscles got
stronger and his hair grew in beautifully. He was able to walk further with the rest of the
pack down the hill and back up again. Now Tigger has humans to follow around, a small
cul-de-sac with neighbors to visit and lots of kids to love. He has a fur sibling and
weekend visits to a 2nd home in Lake Arrowhead.
This is one lucky medical miracle pup!
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Volunteer Opportunities
Some of the areas where YOU can give back and help save these beautiful souls
are:
In Home Interviews – Just an hour or two a week will make a difference to make
sure we understand exactly the kind of home an adopter can give to a dog.
Transport Dogs – We have a special team that helps get the dogs from the vet to
the foster home or the shelter to the vet.
Events – At least once a month we try to coordinate an event to raise awareness
and money. Bring your dog and meet other voluters as well as the public.
Monitor the Shelters – Volunteers monitor the shelters and the shelter websites to
identify Goldens that may need our help.
Public Relations / Marketing and Media – Helping with our Newsletter, Flyers,
Social Media and other Advertising.

Fundraise – Write grants, search for donated items, conduct our annual eBay
Holiday Auction and more! We need creative ideas and energy to keep
funding our medical bills.
Office Work –Tracking dogs, keeping the books, distributing supplies and writing
thank you notes – EVERY aspect of our organization is
operated by dedicated volunteers.
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SCGRR Organization
Our Mission and Our Vision

Our mission is to find loving, lifetime homes for all Southern California golden retrievers in need,
regardless of conditions or circumstances.

We will always strive to heal the sick and injured, rehabilitate the neglected and abused, and
nurture the aged and unwanted until we find the perfect family who will shower them with
unconditional love.
Our vision is to build a refuge – a sanctuary – to serve as a halfway house where each of our
beloved Goldens can rest and recuperate prior to being placed with a foster or permanent family
and moving on with their lives.

2017 Board Members
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sharon Morris, President
Sharon Denison, Secretary
Ted Uyeno, Treasurer
Cheryl Biernacki, Communications Coordinator
Kris De Luna, Volunteer Coordinator
Jenni Morita, Special Advisor
Nedra Plonski, Events, Fundraising and International Coordinator
Maureen Rodrigues, Intake Coordinator
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How Can You Help?
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Change Your Life & Theirs
Foster a Dog
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Thank You!
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